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The case of, departure of ship from Port ; the ship must arrived at the destination in security. Because, it is
mission of ship.  The propulsion system of ship is very important part for security of ship and crew,  Therefore,
engineers are has important watch to judge about clean or dirty of propeller blade.  This judge does carry out
departure of ship from port.
Propeller blade was certain soiled by adhere to the seaweeds and marine fouling animals of anchored ship in
harbor, however, that degree of dirty does not judgment from on board.  This time, a way condition of propeller
underwater is observed to do diving of professional diver, but, this way is both very danger and need high cost. 
A series of experiments, researched degree of dirty of propeller blade at measurement fuel pump index
correspond with idle running of main engine and twice propulsion performance test from Mar.  1999 to Aug. 2000 on
board the Kakuyo Maru.
From these experements some result are obtained :
i）The fuel pump index is increased from 10.0mm to 10.8mm ； when, dirty condition of prolPeller blade. it rate of
climb was 8％.
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Table 1. Measured record of fuel oil pump index























































Fig. 2 Fluctuations between torque ratio and running hours (Month) of main engine from May 1998 to August 2000.
Fig. 1 Fluctuations between the load meter and running hours of main engine.  L is lei at anchor, S: training voyage and ▲: fuel oil pump































































Fig. 3 Interrelation between shaft horse power (kw) and ratio of
propeller revolution (%) on third and fourth experiment.
● is shaft horse power on third experiment, 
◆ shaft horse power on fourth experiment,
